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QUESTION 1

Which three statements are true about afpanelTabbed? (Choose three.) 

A. Tab position can be only top or bottom. 

B. Content inside a tab can stretch horizontally. 

C. You can use i cons i nstead of text on tabs. 

D. You can have only one disclosed tab at a time. 

E. You cannot have an afpaneffabbed component inside one of the tabs. 

Correct Answer: BDE 

 

QUESTION 2

When you manually create a binding such as an attribute value binding, what name would you give to the binding?
(Choose the best answer.) 

A. a name that reflects the Ul component to which it is bound 

B. the page name suffixed with the Ul component name to which it is bound 

C. the page name suffixed with the data control name 

D. the name of the data control attribute to which the binding refers 

E. an EL (Expression Language) of the form #{bindmgs value} 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two statements are true about the Key Exists validator? (Choose two.) 

A. it always issues a select to the database to ensure all data is up to date. 

B. it first checks the cache for match and then goes to the database only if necessary. 

C. it cannot validate any data changes that happened in the current transaction that have not yet been committed to the
database. 

D. it can validate any data changes that happened in the current transaction that have not yet been committed to the
database. 

E. it can be used only with attributes that are defined as primary keys in the database. 

Correct Answer: BD 
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QUESTION 4

Which three options are available in the ADF Controller that are not available in the generic JSF 2.0 controller layer?
(Choose three.) 

A. pageflow scope: a memory scope for managed beans that is available for several pages (longer than a request scope
and shorter than a session scope) 

B. ability to break the page flow of an application into multiple files 

C. subflows that can be included as regions inside a page 

D. method calls as part of the definition of a page flow 

E. defining managed beans that contain references to components on a page 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 5

Consider a case where an application does not respond as predicted when a user submits data. Where would you set a
breakpoint to debug the issue? (Choose the best answer) 

A. the value binding for the iterator on the pagedef for the view 

B. a view activity that is used to determine where to send the user 

C. the partialTriggers property of the data bound component in the view 

D. the Apply Request Values phase of the life cycle 

Correct Answer: A 
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